
 

Workshop Outline 

2:00-2:15 Introductions 

~Who is Petals of Compassion and why are we doing this event? 

~Who is Bishwa Seva Foundation in Nepal?  Why Nepal? 

2:15 – 2:30 What is Compassion? 

~What is Compassion?  Show video made at the RR Renaissance Festival 

~What is Compassion to you? 

~Compassion vs. Sympathy vs. Empathy 

~Show photos of real life situations and ask people what they can do to show compassion.  

2:30- 2: 45 Chakra Alignment w/ Live Music 

 

Our goal is to help others understand their own potential and worth.  They have a choice to 

help others in need and the first person we need to help is ourselves!  We will join together and 



do simple sitting yoga technique that aligns our energy system. We will do this with live music 

that correlates with each chakra.  

 

2:45-3:00 Compassion Interaction 

There will be a series of exercises to pay attention to our heart centers and how to give 

compassion to others and ourselves.  This will also be done with LIVE music, to open the heart 

chakra.  

~Anahata: Beneath all the hurt and grievances of past experience lies a pure and spiritual place 

where no hurt exists!  

~Green Field Meditation, find your field where no hurt exist.  

~Letter writing:  As stated before, we will work on ourselves first.  We will sit together and learn 

the importance of telling ourselves how much we love ourselves ;) Not about ego, but about 

our daily lives and how we achieve things, motivation to keep going and a promise to help 

ourselves and others. So, we will write a letter to ourselves 

~HUGS!  12 hugs a day keeps the doctor at bay!  It is said that for OPTIMUM health we should 

hug at least 12 people a day.  

~Say Something nice!  Compliment others around you with a nice conversation.  

BREAK (Set up painting and have Musician set up to play during the painting session)  

3: 15- 5:00 Painting with Live Meditation Music  

 

Malinda Schultz 

triplekueen@hotmail.com 

@ the Red Room International Village 
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